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Enterprise OTT Communications for Anytime, Anywhere, Any Network Workers 

For years, the PBX has been the centralized platform that enables large 

organizations to communicate, control costs, and increase productivity. 

Technological innovation has changed not only the underlying communications 

protocols for the PBX, but it has also expanded the scope and usability of the 

enterprise communications.  

Today, employees are looking for two things:  they want convenient 

communications services that support the way they work, and they want these 

powerful business tools and services to follow them on familiar mobile devices. 

Similarly, IT managers at these organizations want a secure centralized method 

to manage, to efficiently deploy, upgrade and maintain these services in a cost-

effective manner from anywhere.    

Unified Communications Supports Today’s Workforce

Unified Communications (UC) services are more than just PBX voice services. 

UC provides employees with multiple modes of communications.  Voice to be 

sure, but also Instant Messaging, SMS, presence, video calling, and screen 

sharing.  If the interface for these different modes of communications are 

simplified and integrated, then employees will use them more frequently. And 

the more that workers use UC services, the more their productivity will increase.  

For IT Managers who supply these services, they could assemble non-

integrated services from multiple vendors (i.e. different clients for voice, 

messaging, screen sharing). But navigating disparate silos of solutions for each 

of these services is frustrating for employees and a maintenance nightmare for 

IT administrators.

What’s wrong with 
my current PBX, UC 
platform? Why should 
I use softphones? 

The PBX Must Adapt to Mobile Workers, Using Multiple 
Devices, Who Bring Their Own Devices

The Communications Landscape Re-imagined

Uni�ed Communications•

Smartphones, Tablets•

Anytime, anywhere, any 
network access

•

Bring Your own Device (BYOD)•

Instant Messaging•

Social Media•

Video Conferencing•

Screen Sharing•

Security•

Today and Tomorrow

PBX•

VoIP Desk Phone• 

Business Extention • 

Business mobile phone

• 

•

Business Travel• 

Yesterday

Voice mail, phone tag
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UC Services Must Support the Rise in  
“Anytime, Anywhere, Any Network” Workers

As employees become more nomadic and accustomed to the productivity enhancement of UC, they need access to them when 

they are away from their desks. Mobility is a growing trend for workers and IDC estimates that 75% of workers in North America 

meet their definition of “mobile workers” - including field workers, mobile professionals, telecommuters, home-based workers, 

and workers who roam within an office or campus.1

Within this mobile workforce, there is a set of mobile workers that 

Forrester defines as “anytime, anywhere information workers”.2 

These are workers who regularly use three or more devices, work 

from multiple locations, and use many apps. These influential users 

have grown to 29% of the workforce.  In their personal lives, they 

have used a variety of consumer communications tools for voice, 

messaging, video and screen sharing. When they come to work, 

they want an enterprise version of these tools.  They are putting 

considerable pressure on CIOs and IT organizations to meet their 

need for UC tools that will run on multiple devices (frequently 

personal devices) from any location.  

 1 IDC, “Worldwide Mobile Worker Population 2009-2013 Forecast, Stephen Drake, Justin Jaffer, Raymobe Boggs (Doc # 221309)

 2 Forrester, “2013 Mobile Workforce Adoption Trends”, Ted Schadler

Anytime, anywhere information workers in the US and Europe 
grew from 15% to 29% of employees between 2011 and 2012

Work from multiple 
locations 37%

Use many 
apps 82%

Use multiple 
devices 53%

Base: 4,938 US and European information workers
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A Mobile Workforce Requires Multiple Mobile Devices
Today, the VoIP desk phone is declining as communications tool-of-choice 

for many employees. Mobile phones – and especially smartphones – have 

become critical for employees to stay connected. And with employees staying 

“plugged in” around the clock – from home or on the road – it just makes 

sense to have different types of devices that suit their changing locations, and 

services that follow them.  

IPass studies show that mobile workers have on average 3 devices, including 

tablets, laptops, smartphones.3  With an ever-growing assortment and 

dimension of new devices, this figure is likely to grow.  

Anytime, anywhere workers use a different set of devices, depending on 

where they are.

At their work desk, they use the laptop/desktop primarily, but smartphone 

use is also high, with 64% of users reporting regular smartphone use at their 

desk. While commuting or at other offsite locations, laptop usage drops 

below 20%, and the smartphone or tablet become the most-used tools.

These shifting device usage trends mean CIOs need a flexible unified 

communications system that will work on many devices and adapts to the 

work-style of non-office locations.  

 3 http://www.ipass.com/blog/mobile-worker-byod-costs-impact-productivity/

Base: 9,766 global information workers

Which of the following devices do you 
use at least weekly for work?

Desktop computer

Laptop computer

Desk phone

Smartphone

Tablet

Shared workstation

84%

63%

59%

48%

21%

21%

Base: global information workers using each device

Where do you use the following devices in a typical week?
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Bring Your Own Device Means Savings for the 
Enterprise and Productivity for the Workforce
Clearly, workers are using more types of devices.  And frequently, they 

are supplying them themselves. Initially, the Bring Your Own Device 

(BYOD) trend started with smartphones but now tablets are supplied by 

workers 49% of the time.4  

BYOD increases productivity gains because personal devices require less 

training, are used more efficiently, and workers tend to be more reachable 

on their personally-owned devices. While initially painful, a growing 

number of CIOs are embracing the BYOD trend. 74% of CIOs believe that 

BYOD increases productivity. In fact, Intel studied BYOD’s impact and 

found that it helped reclaim 57 minutes per worker5. Across the whole 

company, this equates to huge time and potentially wage savings. 

More tangibly, BYOD saves companies the initial investment in devices 

– over $300 per device for smartphones and tablets. However, a 

larger issue is the ongoing monthly recurring costs for either full or 

partial reimbursement of employee’s mobile plans. Based on Aberdeen 

Group research, the average monthly plan costs $706. Mobile calling 

reimbursements and expenses frequently outstrips an enterprise’s 

ongoing costs for PBX and UC.  While not all mobile costs are fully 

reimbursed by a company, companies lack visibility and control of these 

costs. IT managers want a way to keep the advantages of BYOD, and 

leverage their existing UC investment, and control future mobile costs.

4 Forrester

5 Intel, “Improving Security and Mobility for Personally Owned Devices”,  
  http://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/best-practices/improving-security-and-mobility-for-personally-owned-devices-paper.pdf

 6 CIO Magazine “BYOD: If You Think You’re Saving Money, Think Again”, April 4, 2012  
   http://www.cio.com/article/703511/BYOD_If_You_Think_You_re_Saving_Money_Think_Again
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74% of CIOs believe that 

BYOD increases productivity.
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Opportunity: Enterprise Over-the-Top (OTT) Unified Communications
So why can’t employees take their PBX and other UC services in their pocket and use them on any mobile device – even 

their own personal devices?  If you provide UC clients that are easily supported on a wide variety of mobile devices, and 

leverage your existing UC infrastructure, then you will get BYOD’s productivity benefits and actually start to reduce costs. The 

challenge for CIOs is to find an Enterprise OTT solution that delivers productivity and costs savings, is easily deployed, and is 

centrally managed. 

 

Enterprise OTT Communications for Anytime, Anywhere, Any Network Workers 

Improve responsiveness of 
mobile, field staff

Enhance communications 
options with IM, Presence

Ensure security

Mobile Non-Office 
Workers

Use Case

Productivity 
Bene�ts

Cost Bene�ts

Office Communications Remote, Home Office Call Centers

Significantly reduce  
international, LD and 
roaming costs

Cost-effectively deliver 
video, screen sharing 
across the organization

Deploy common UC client 
across the enterprise

Enable IT staff to quickly 
provision and disable users

Reduce the need to buy 
and inventory phones

Reduce reimbursements of 
monthly mobile expenses

Enable employees to easily 
work from home

Use IM, chat, video and 
presence to  improve  
responsiveness, speed up 
communications between 
distant people

Significantly reduce  
international, LD and 
roaming costs

Use IM and Chat to 
help coach

Allow flexibility for agents to 
work from home, relocate 
during emergencies

Lock down who can use, 
adjust the solution

Reduce deployments of 
phones on the desk
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Bria: a UC Solution for the Modern Mobile Workplace
CounterPath helps enterprises address the mobile UC challenge with 

the “PBX in your pocket” capabilities of Bria. Bria is a cross-platform 

UC client that is available for over 90% of mobile devices and 

operating systems including:

Smartphones: iPhone, Android and BlackBerry 10•	

Tablets: iPad and Android Tablet•	

Laptops: Windows, Mac and Linux•	

Employees can put Bria in their pocket and enjoy all of their 

business features, including:

HD voice and video calls•	

Instant Messaging•	

Presence•	

Conference calling•	

Call continuity•	

Screen sharing•	

and more•	

All of this is done by extending your existing IP-PBX or UC 

systems via an over-the-top (OTT) strategy using CounterPath’s 

agnostic UC Bria clients. With Enterprise OTT and Bria, you can 

take your IP-PBX and put it in your pocket on your mobile device.  

But security stays high, with Bria supporting:

VPN •	

IPSEC •	

TLS •	

SRTP •	

Oracle•	 ® TSM 

HTTPs encryption •	

Secure LDAP•	

And with the growing number of devices, and the growing 

flexibility of IP services, Enterprise OTT services will find their 

way onto an increasing number of your employees’, vendors’, 

and customers’ devices.  

Enterprise OTT Communications for Anytime, Anywhere, Any Network Workers 
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The CounterPath Difference
1) Quality. CounterPath has decade-long track record with millions of tested 

and deployed UC clients. Because of our large user base, we can ensure 

that your Bria UC clients will have a smooth deployment. And with Bria’s high 

efficiency media engine and wide selection of codecs, you can ensure clear 

communications over available bandwidth.

2) Common Platform & Interface. CounterPath leverages a common client 

technology platform and similar interface across all devices and operating 

systems. This means users can transition from one device to another without 

any additional training or confusion about the interface, and be assured that 

quality will remain high.

3) Customizability. Businesses have requirements for their UC clients. Some are cosmetic, like branding; some are functional, 

requiring the inclusion or exclusion of certain features or controls; and some require the inclusion of business capabilities 

driven by proprietary enterprise systems. CounterPath can handle all of these customizations. Our SDK enables us to brand 

and control features. We also have the ability to integrate Enterprises’ web-based tools right into our phone’s tabs.

Why would an 
enterprise use 
CounterPath Bria 
instead of softphones 
supplied by their PBX 
vendor?  

Enterprise OTT Communications for Anytime, Anywhere, Any Network Workers 
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The CounterPath Difference
4) Compatibility. Companies may have an assortment of PBXs, conference bridges, SBCs, video MCU and other equipment 

in their back-end. And over time, these core network vendors may change for various reasons. But a company wants to have a 

unified front end that is agnostic and will work seamlessly with changes in the core network.  As a third party UC client vendor, 

CounterPath has tested interoperability with a long list of IP-PBX, conferencing, SBC, and MCU vendors.  

5) Unbiased Focus On Future Technology. CounterPath is quick 

to embrace emerging technologies, including flexible SDKs, RCS 

and WebRTC. As a third-party vendor, we have an interest to keep 

our customers on the cutting edge of communications and not 

tied into a proprietary solution.  

PBX, Application Server, and Uni�ed 
Communications Platforms

Session Border Controller

Video

MDM

Integrates with Your Existing UC System While 
Keeping Security High

UC ClientsDevice OSs

Instant Messaging/SMS
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Mobility 
Solutions
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Bria is Easy to Install on Devices and In the Core Network
CounterPath provides tools that can make deployment, maintenance, and adding 

additional capabilities simple.

CounterPath has a long record of working with other vendors, so integration is 

straightforward. The heart of your current system is the IP-PBX. Using SIP, we 

can tie into your current IP-PBXs and have you up and running quickly. For instant 

messaging and presence, we interact with your XMPP or SIP SIMPLE server. And 

for video, we support peer-to-peer video calling out of the box. If you want to 

tie into your existing video conferencing MCU, we support many vendors via our 

H.264 video codec.  

To simplify deployment and maintenance, we can supply you with our Stretto 

PlatformTM Provisioning Module. With the SIP call server domain and user account 

name and passwords, IT managers can enable users’ accounts to use Bria 

UC clients. The Provisioning Module is the same highly-scalable, carrier-grade 

platform that CounterPath has deployed around the world at large mobile and 

fixed operators. Loading can be done individually through the StrettoTM Admin 

web interface, bulk uploads, or via our API to another system. End users are 

notified once they are provisioned. They are directed to either a download link, or 

to iTunes, Google Play or BlackBerry App World stores where they can download 

and install the Bria client. The Provisioning Module authenticates the user and will 

push configurations and updates. This way, the maintenance is straightforward, 

requiring limited work from IT administrators, and none from end users. 

The Provisioning Module also provides administrators with a host of useful 

debugging, monitoring and troubleshooting capabilities. Our log detail collection 

tool gives you insight into problems that individuals might be having. Additional 

modules can also be added, such as User Experience Metrics, that provide an 

Analytics feature which enables you to gain visibility from end point to end point 

and view highly granular real-time call records, MOS call quality metrics, end-

device configuration details, and network identification (Wi-Fi vs. 3G or LTE).

Bria + Provisioning Module = Reliable Way  
To Add New Technology

CounterPath makes it easy to add features on a corporate, individual or group 

basis. Our cloud-based services can be integrated into your UC clients via a simple 

configuration change. For example, CounterPath provides a Screen Share Add-in Pack, 

a secure, geographically resilient service that allows users to share their screens with 

anyone with a browser – not just people using Bria – with no additional downloads, no 

Flash plugin are required. This can be enabled using the Provisioning Module for all of 

your employees, specific individuals or groups depending on your needs.

CounterPath also offers cloud-based XMPP servers for instant messaging and 

presence. Additional Cloud-based services will also be available in the future.

Will it work with my 
existing system? 
How difficult is it to 
deploy UC clients?    

Enterprise OTT Communications for Anytime, Anywhere, Any Network Workers 
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Bria Pays For Itself Via More Productive Employees 
and Reduced Communications Expenses

Most enterprises justify their investment in Enterprise OTT based on a 

combination of productivity improvements and cost savings.  In general, 

the more mobile your workforce is, the greater the benefits from deploying 

Bria.  Based on case studies with our clients, productivity and cost savings 

generate over $20 per user per month. Improved employee productivity 

generates roughly two-thirds of these benefits, and cost savings generate the 

other third.  Enterprises find tangible savings across the following categories:

More responsive and connected “anytime, anywhere” employees•	

More effective conferencing and less travel•	

Lower IT administrative effort•	

What is the ROI for 
Bria and Enterprise 
OTT systems?     

Productivity

Avoided purchase of desk phone and other BYOD hardware•	

Reduced reimbursement of mobile calling expenses•	

Reduced international calling costs•	

Reduced cost of PSTN calling for intra-company calls•	

Savings

Time to Recover Investment = 3 Months
Return on Investment
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Total Benefits = $36,578
Year 1 Annual Benefits

$30,000

$25,000

$20,000

$15,000

$10,000

$5,000

Productivity Bene�ts
Communications Savings

$26,813

$9,765

These savings provide a positive Return on Investment (ROI) within 3 months 

and a very strong business case going forward. If you are interested in 

calculating your own ROI for deploying Bria, we have a white paper with an 

interactive calculator that can help develop a customized business case.

Enterprise OTT Communications for Anytime, Anywhere, Any Network Workers 

Assumptions: company PBX size: 100 seats; Bria seats: 15; Productivity improvements: 2 minutes per day and 1 fewer trips; Cost savings: desk phone purchase avoided, 

$20 per month per seats mobile expense savings, and 20 minutes of international long distance via mobile avoided.
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Enterprises are Embracing  OTT Communications

In terms of productivity and cost savings, Enterprise OTT communications just makes sense.  The changes caused by 

workforce mobility, multi-device BYOD, and IP-based UC technology are driving enterprises to adopt OTT UC clients. 

These enterprises need a client solution that will work on a wide variety of laptops, smartphones, and tablets, and work 

with their current communications infrastructure. The Bria UC client platform is peerless in providing enterprises with the 

quality, customizability, and compatibility that they need, both now and in the future. Bria is the logical choice for enterprises 

implementing a UC strategy.

If you are interesting in testing Bria, developing an integration plan, and performing an ROI analysis, then please contact us.

For more information, please contact:

CounterPath Corporation

Toll Free: 1.877.818.3777

Tel: +1.604.320.3344

Email: sales@counterpath.com

www.counterpath.com 
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